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In this work, we present a dynamic memory allocation technique for a novel, horizontally partitioned memory subsystem targeting contemporary embedded processors with a memory management unit (MMU). We propose to replace the on-chip instruction cache with a scratchpad memory
(SPM) and a small minicache. Serializing the address translation with the actual memory access
enables the memory system to access either only the SPM or the minicache. Independent of the SPM
size and based solely on profiling information, a postpass optimizer classifies the code of an application binary into a pageable and a cacheable code region. The latter is placed at a fixed location in
the external memory and cached by the minicache. The former, the pageable code region, is copied
on demand to the SPM before execution. Both the pageable code region and the SPM are logically
divided into pages the size of an MMU memory page. Using the MMU’s pagefault exception mechanism, a runtime scratchpad memory manager (SPMM) tracks page accesses and copies frequently
executed code pages to the SPM before they get executed. In order to minimize the number of page
transfers from the external memory to the SPM, good code placement techniques become more important with increasing sizes of the MMU pages. We discuss code-grouping techniques and provide
an analysis of the effect of the MMU’s page size on execution time, energy consumption, and external
memory accesses. We show that by using the data cache as a victim buffer for the SPM, significant
energy savings are possible. We evaluate our SPM allocation strategy with fifteen applications,
including H.264, MP3, MPEG-4, and PGP. The proposed memory system requires 8% less die are
compared to a fully-cached configuration. On average, we achieve a 31% improvement in runtime
performance and a 35% reduction in energy consumption with an MMU page size of 256 bytes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Memory systems are typically organized hierarchically with the fastest, most
expensive, and usually also smallest memory located closest to the CPU, and the
slowest, cheapest, and biggest memory farthest from the CPU. Memories like
SRAM provide the necessary speed to feed contemporary CPUs, but they are
expensive. On the other end of the spectrum are hard disks or flash memory
that are cheaper, but an order of magnitude slower than SRAMs. Designing
hierarchical memory systems therefore enables system integrators to obtain
satisfactory performance while keeping the manufacturing cost reasonable.
The memory closest to the CPU, so-called level-one, or L1-memory, is usually either implemented as a hardware cache or as scratchpad memory (SPM).
Hardware caches automatically store frequently used data on an on-demand
basis. Whenever the CPU requests a datum, the hardware cache first checks
whether it already has the datum stored. If yes, the datum is returned to the
CPU (cache hit), typically with one cycle latency. If not, a cache miss has occurred, and the cache requests the datum from the next level in the memory
hierarchy. The latency of a cache miss in embedded systems is usually an order of magnitude slower than a cache hit. Scratchpad memories, on the other
hand, are software managed. That is, the operating system, or the programmer
decide what data should be copied to the SPM or written back to the external
memory at what points in the course of the application. Compared to a cache
of the same size, scratchpad memories not only require less die area, but also
consume significantly less energy [Panda et al. 1997; Banakar et al. 2002].
Despite scratchpad memories’ advantages, L1-memory is usually implemented as a hardware cache in desktops and contemporary high-end embedded CPUs, such as Intel’s XScale processor [Intel XScale 2002]. There are two
main reasons for this: first, to run an application efficiently on a cached architecture, little or no information about the application’s behavior is necessary. The cache management logic automatically stores recently used data in
the cache. The data remains in the cache until it gets replaced by more recent data, i.e., a cache automatically adapts to the application course. This is
in contrast to the SPM, where profiling data about frequently executed code
blocks and/or frequently accessed data must be obtained and analyzed before
an SPM-optimized binary can be generated that achieves similar or even better performance on a SPM-equipped core than on a cached core. Second, binary compatibility is an important property for applications that run on various hardware configurations. However, with very few exceptions [Egger et al.
2006b; Nguyen et al. 2005], dynamic (and especially static) SPM allocation
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techniques require the SPM size to be known at compile-time in order to compute the optimal SPM allocation. That is, to accommodate for the various configurations of cores and SPM sizes, application vendors have to produce several
different SPM-optimized binaries to cover all possible configurations. This is
not only cumbersome, but also complicates the installation process for the end
user.
In embedded systems, on the other hand, the use of scratchpad memory is
widespread. Some examples of processors with SPM are ARMv6 cores [2002],
the Intel IXP Network Processor [2002], Intel’s XScale [2002], or Phillips’
LPC3180 microcontroller [2006]. Embedded systems often serve a specific purpose. Software is configured and installed on the device before it ships; it is
rarely changed thereafter. This allows designers to customize embedded applications to a particular configuration and take full advantage of the SPM. Contemporary portable devices, however, are getting more powerful and include
an increasing number of features. While just a couple of years ago tech-savvy
consumers had to carry around a mobile phone, an MP3 player, a PDA, and
a portable TV, these days it is hard to find a phone without a built-in digital
camera, MP3 player, personal organizer, and dozens of other features. Unlike
traditional embedded systems, users can download and run applications that
have been built without a specific hardware configuration in mind. In other
words, binary portability is also becoming increasingly important for embedded systems.
In this work, we present a dynamic memory allocation technique for a novel,
horizontally partitioned memory subsystem targeting portable devices. The
on-chip instruction cache is replaced by an SPM and a small minicache. Because of the significantly lower die are requirements of SPM compared to cache
[Banakar et al. 2002], the proposed design does not occupy additional die area.
The SPM is physically addressed and mapped into the virtual address space.
During the MMU’s virtual-to-physical address translation, the affected memory
structure is determined. By serializing the address translation with the actual
memory access, the memory system accesses either the SPM or the minicache,
which saves a considerable amount of energy.
A postpass optimizer is used to generate application binaries optimized for
the proposed memory system. Independent of the SPM size and based solely
on profiling information, it classifies the code of an application binary into a
pageable and a cacheable code region. The former is copied on demand to the
SPM before execution. The latter, the cacheable code region, is placed at a fixed
location in the external memory and cached by the minicache. Since the code
classification is independent of the SPM size, the generated SPM-optimized
binaries are portable across varying hardware configurations.
We introduce a runtime scratchpad memory manager (SPMM) that tracks
page accesses using the MMU’s pagefault exception and copies frequently executed code pages to the SPM before they get executed. Both the pageable code
region and the SPM are logically divided into pages the size of one MMU memory page. When a new process is created, the runtime SPMM sets up the process’ virtual-to-physical page table mappings. Main memory cacheable code is
placed in cacheable memory regions. Pageable code resides in the main memory,
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but is copied on-demand to the SPM before execution. The SPMM contains a
thrashing protection heuristic to prevent thrashing if the working set is larger
than the available SPM.
In order to minimize the number of page transfers from the external memory to the SPM, good code placement techniques become more important with
increasing sizes of the MMU pages. The postpass optimizer identifies loops and
groups temporally local code into the as few pages as possible to minimize the
number of pages in the working set.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we introduce a dynamic
SPM allocation technique that loads pages on demand. Thus, our approach
is independent of the SPM size. The SPM-optimized binaries generated by our
postpass optimizer are binary portable across various hardware configurations.
At runtime, thrashing protection heuristics ensure that the applications run
efficiently even for smaller SPM sizes.
Second, we propose a horizontally partitioned memory system for contemporary embedded processors with an MMU. The instruction cache is replaced by
a direct-mapped, physically addressed minicache and scratchpad memory with
one-cycle access latency supporting CPU clock frequencies of up to 1 GHz. The
presence of the minicache enables SPM-unaware programs to run with reasonable performance. To the best of our knowledge, this work, along with our
preliminary results [Egger et al. 2006b], presents the first approach to access
physically addressed SPM in a virtual memory environment.
Third, by using a postpass optimizer, we are able to generate SPM-optimized
binaries to which the source code is not readily available. Unlike previous
work, the SPM-optimized binaries run unmodified with almost no performance
degradation on systems without any SPM. We, therefore, achieve total memory
architecture independence: SPM-optimized application binaries run on processors with or without SPM, and the proposed memory architecture runs
SPM-optimized as well as SPM-unaware binaries.
Last, we show that by using the data cache as a victim buffer for the SPM,
considerable additional energy savings are possible. We provide an in-depth
analysis of the effect of the MMU’s page size on our dynamic SPM management
technique. We find that with an MMU page size of 256 bytes, on average, we
achieve a 8% reduction in die area consumption, a 31% improvement in runtime,
and a 35% reduction in energy consumption.
We implemented the proposed horizontally partitioned memory subsystem
in our cycle-accurate ARM9E-S core simulator [SNACK 2004]. To evaluate our
approach, we used an H.264 video decoder, the standard ISO MP3 decoder,
an MPEG-4 video encoder/decoder, a public-key encryption/decryption program
(PGP), and several applications from MediaBench [Lee et al. 1997] and MiBench
[Guthaus et al. 1998].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the memory architecture of our system. Section 3 presents the runtime SPM manager.
Section 4 describes in detail the postpass optimizer and our code placement technique. Section 5 explains the evaluation environment, and Section 6
presents our experimental results. Section 7 summarizes related work.
Section 8 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. ARM11 L1 cache block diagram.

2. THE MEMORY SUBSYSTEM
As portable devices get more powerful, they diverge more and more from traditional embedded systems with a shared physical address space and a set of
well-known applications. Portable devices now run full-fledged operating systems with virtual memory management and tasks are created and destroyed
at arbitrary times on the user’s demand. Furthermore, cache and SPM configurations vary from device to device even though their processor cores are the
same. These factors have limited the application of scratchpad memory allocation algorithms that are tailored to a certain SPM size and assume a fixed set
of tasks running in one address space.
Existing memory subsystems of embedded cores that support physically addressed scratchpad memory mapped into a virtual address space are restricted
in one of two ways: either the SPM access latency is longer than one cycle, or the
SPM is accessed simultaneously with the cache for each request. This wastes
energy because only one of the memory structures can contain the requested
data.
In the first case, the MMU first translates the virtual address (VA) to a physical address (PA). The PA is then compared to the SPM base register and the
SPM is accessed only if the PA lies within the SPM address range. Normally,
the VA-to-PA address translation requires one cycle if the translation lookaside
buffer (TLB) hits. An SPM access can thus be handled in two cycles: one cycle
for the address translation and one cycle for the actual SPM access. Our experiments with an ARM926EJ-S development board show that the instruction
SPM latency is one cycle when the MMU is turned off and two cycles when it is
turned on. The additional cycle is caused by the foregoing VA-to-PA translation.
Other designs, such as the ARM11 core [ARMv6 2002], access the SPM and
the cache simultaneously (Figure 1). At the same time, the address translation
is performed by a MicroTLB (μTLB) [Moussouris et al. 1986], which is basically
a fully associative cache with 2 to 16 entries providing fast lookups of recently
used page table entries. The usual cache hit signals plus special SPM range hit
signals are then used to select the correct data from one of the cache sets or the
SPM. While the latency of the cache and the SPM is one cycle, both are active
in every memory request, thereby wasting a significant amount of energy. The
XScale’s horizontally partitioned, virtually addressed cache architecture seems
to suffer from the same problem [Intel XScale 2002].
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Fig. 2. On-chip memory architecture.

Fig. 3. Each TLB entry contains an additional SPM flag.

2.1 Horizontally Partitioned Memory Subsystem
Egger et al. [2006b] have proposed a horizontally partitioned, on-chip memory
subsystem for the instruction side of a Harvard architecture (Figure 2). The
original instruction cache is replaced by an SPM and a minicache. Both the
SPM and the minicache are physically addressed. The address translation is
serialized with the SPM/minicache access. The resulting PA is compared to the
SPM base register to decide which of the memories, the SPM, the minicache,
or the external memory should be accessed. The serialization of the address
translation and the SPM/minicache access enables the memory system to fetch
the datum from the correct memory, eliminating the unnecessary duplicated
memory access mentioned above.
In this paper, we propose an improvement to the aforementioned horizontally
partitioned memory architecture (Figure 3). In [Egger et al. 2006b], the SPM
base register comparison, performed by a 32-bit comparator, is serialized with
the TLB access. The outcome of the comparison is, however, always the same
for a given physical address of an entry in the μTLB (unless, of course, the SPM
base register is modified). We can, therefore, move the 32-bit comparator away
from the time critical path into the MMU’s VA-to-PA translation and only store
the result of the comparison in an additional bit in each TLB entry. We call this
bit the SPM flag.
When fetching an instruction, the μTLB first looks up the VA of the instruction. The SPM flag stored in the selected TLB entry determines whether the
datum is to be loaded from the SPM or the minicache (Figure 3). If the SPM flag
is set, the PA is located in the SPM address range, and only the SPM is accessed
to retrieve the datum. If the SPM flag is clear, then the datum must be loaded
from the minicache, in which case the SPM is not accessed. Since the SPM
flag is evaluated inside the μTLB along with the VA-PA address pairs, it renders the time- and energy-wise more expensive full 32-bit address comparison
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 7, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: February 2008.
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Table I. Cycle Access Time
8-entry μTLB
16KB SPM
512B direct-mapped cache
Total latency (μTLB → SPM or minicache)

0.22ns
0.35ns
0.21ns
0.57ns

Table II. Die Area Requirements of the Horizontally Partitioned Memory Subsystem Compared
to Various Instruction Cache Sizes
Cache
Configuration
1KB, 4-way, 16B lines
2KB, 4-way, 32B lines
4KB, 4-way, 32B lines
8KB, 4-way, 32B lines

Area
[mm2 ]
0.37
0.42
0.53
0.73

Size
[KB]
3
4
6
10

SPM
Area
[mm2 ]
0.22
0.29
0.39
0.60

Minicache
Size
Area
[B]
[mm2 ]
512
0.10
512
0.10
512
0.10
512
0.10

Total
Area
[mm2 ]
0.32
0.39
0.49
0.70

Die Area
Reduction (%)
13
7
8
4

unnecessary. The SPM flag is computed by the MMU for each address translation. Therefore, the entries of the unified TLB must also contain the SPM
flag.
Compared to a traditional cache, serializing the address translation with the
SPM or cache access increases the latency of an instruction fetch by approximately the access time of the μTLB. With the current 0.13-μm manufacturing
process, however, core clocks of up to 1 GHz can easily be supported with a onecycle latency. Table I shows cycle access times (i.e., the minimal time between
two subsequent requests) for both μTLB, cache, and scratchpad memories. The
numbers were obtained with CACTI [Wilton and Jouppi 1996].
Because of the missing cache control logic and the simpler design, scratchpad
memories are more efficient than caches in terms of both energy and die area.
We can, therefore, replace the cache with scratchpad memory that is larger
than the original cache and add a 512-byte minicache, yet still achieve a reduction in the required die area. Table II lists the configuration of our proposed
horizontally partitioned memory system for various cache sizes.
For example, a 4-KB, 4-way set associative cache with a line size of 32 bytes
occupies a die area of 0.53 mm2 . Replacing the 4-KB cache with a 6-KB SPM
(0.39 mm2 ) plus a 512-B direct-mapped cache with a line size of 16 bytes
(0.10 mm2 ) requires a die area of only 0.49 mm2 , or 8% less than the cache.
Note that only the instruction cache is replaced by an SPM and a minicache.
We do not modify the data side of the L1-memory hierarchy.
Unlike a cache, a scratchpad memory is not managed by hardware. Instead,
the runtime system is responsible for its contents and efficient utilization. This
is the subject of the next section.
3. SPM MANAGEMENT
In this section, we briefly describe the runtime system that we have introduced
in [Egger et al. 2006b]. On cached cores, binaries run without further software
support. On cores equipped with scratchpad memory, however, the SPM has to
be explicitly managed either by the running application or by a dedicated SPM
manager that is part of the runtime environment.
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 7, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: February 2008.
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Fig. 4. Data structures and virtual memory organization of SPM-optimized binaries.

For embedded systems, the set of running tasks and the size of the SPM are
often known when the system is built. For such systems, particularly well-suited
SPM management techniques are those where the optimal storage location of
each code and/or data block is solved by an integer linear programming (ILP)
formulation and the SPM is managed by the running task. These techniques,
however, have the disadvantage that the optimized binaries are tailored to
exactly one hardware configuration, and might run only inefficiently (or not at
all) on different configurations.
To overcome this problem, we propose an SPM management technique that
depends neither on a certain size of the SPM nor on a predetermined set of running applications. We have implemented our technique into a minimal runtime
environment. Our scratchpad memory manager (SPMM) manages the SPM at
runtime as a global resource. The SPMM uses demand-paging techniques similar to those in virtual memory systems [Fotheringham 1961] to track the course
of the application and load pages into the SPM on demand.
3.1 SPM-Optimized Binaries
Our postpass optimizer (see Section 4) generates the SPM-optimized binaries.
It extracts frequently executed code sections from the code and groups them
together into the pageable code region. The infrequently executed code is placed
in the cacheable region. The pageable region is logically divided into pages
the size of an MMU memory page. The postpass optimizer detects loops (see
Subsection 4.3) and clusters their code together into as few pages as possible
to minimize the working set [Denning 1967].
An SPM-optimized binary contains additional information that allows the
SPMM to setup the MMU’s page table mappings when the binary is first loaded.
Specifically, the postpass optimizer stores two additional data structures in the
binary, the region table and the block table (Figure 4). The region table contains
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 7, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: February 2008.
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the location and size of both the pageable and cacheable region. The block table
contains one entry per pageable block. Each entry contains the block’s size, its
loop block index (LBI), the virtual address of the block, and the address of the
page table entry (PTE) in the second level pagetable. Because of fragmentation,
some blocks might not be completely filled. Hence, the size field allows the
SPMM to copy only as many bytes as needed. The address of the PTE and
the virtual address of each block are computed by the SPMM at load-time and
stored in the block table. The loop block index of block bk is defined as the pair
lbi(bk ) =< l , i >. The loop index l denotes to which loop block bk belongs, and
the block index i denotes the index of block bk within loop l . The LBI is required
for the thrashing protection heuristics (Section 3.2). In Figure 4, blocks b1 and
b2 both belong to loop 1 with b1 being the first block, and b2 the second block of
loop 1. The second loop, loop 2, consists of the blocks b4 , b5 , and b3 (in this order).
3.2 Runtime SPM Management
When a binary image is loaded, the runtime SPMM tries to find the region
table. If no region table is present, the image is not an SPM-optimized binary
and all code sections are mapped cacheable. If the region table can be found, the
cacheable region is mapped to cacheable memory region, whereas the pageable
region remains unmapped, i.e., accessing any datum in this region will trigger
an MMU page fault. The global heap and stack are mapped to a cacheable
memory regions; accesses to heap or stack are covered by the data cache (if
present). The SPMM computes and stores the addresses of the PTEs in the page
tables and each block’s virtual address in the block table. Figure 4 displays a
possible memory allocation after loading an SPM-optimized binary. The cached
and the pageable region have been mapped to virtual addresses 0x200, and
0x800, respectively. The addresses of the five pageable blocks are stored in
the block table along with their PTE addresses (shown in italic). The pageable
region contains two loops. Loop 1 consists of two, and loop 2 of three blocks
(denoted < 01, 01 >, < 01, 02 >, and < 02, 01 >, < 02, 02 >, < 02, 03 >,
respectively).
After the binary has been loaded and the page tables have been setup, the
application starts running. As soon as the program counter (PC) reaches code
located in the paged region, the memory access fails because the memory is not
mapped. The MMU signals a pagefault exception to the CPU, which then continues execution in the pagefault execution handler (Figure 5c(1)). The SPMM,
intercepting the pagefault exception, determines in which page the the fault
has occurred, and copies that page to the SPM (Figure 5c(2)). It then modifies
the PTE and restarts the aborted instruction (Figure 5d(3+4)). The code now
runs without further interruption until the PC reaches another disabled memory page. It is worthwhile noting that as long as a page remains in the SPM, its
PTE remains valid and entering that page will not generate a pagefault, i.e.,
no additional cost occurs when the course of the application reaches an already
loaded page.
Usually, the number of pages in the paged code region exceeds the number of
available pages in the SPM. Therefore, pages residing in the SPM may need to
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 7, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: February 2008.
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Fig. 5. Operation of the SPM manager.

be evicted before a new page can be loaded into the SPM. Since code pages are
read-only, the SPMM does not need to copy the page back to main memory; it
simply overwrites the old page with the contents of the new one. The PTE of the
evicted page has to be invalidated, however, to trigger invocation of the SPMM
as soon as that page is accessed again. For this purpose, the SPMM keeps track
of which pages in the SPM are occupied and which pages are free. The SPMM
uses a round-robin policy for page replacement.
3.2.1 Thrashing-Protection Heuristics. The postpass optimizer classifies
code into pageable and cacheable regions independent of the actual SPM size.
Thrashing occurs if the working set of pageable blocks exceeds the number of
blocks available in the SPM. The SPMM contains a simple thrashing-protection
heuristics: The working set of a loop consists of all pageable blocks of that loop.
The information which block belongs to which loop is stored in the block table’s
LBI field. To protect the application from thrashing while executing a loop,
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 7, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: February 2008.
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Fig. 6. The postpass optimizer.

the SPMM maps all blocks bk where the block index i in lbi(bk ) =< l , i > is
larger than NSPM , the number of SPM pages, to the minicache. This reduces
the number of pages, or the working set, of the loop to the size of the SPM. If the
loop does not contain any inner loops, this heuristics protects the application
from thrashing.
Our demand-paging technique is independent of the SPM size and directly
applicable to multiple tasks. Since all addresses are virtual addresses, no code
patching is necessary. An SPMM-enabled application runs just as well as an
unmodified binary on a cached-only architecture.
To achieve optimal performance, the pageable code region should contain
only code that is worth being copied to the SPM before execution. In an unmodified application binary, frequently executed code is randomly spread over the
whole binary image. The next section discusses in more detail our postpass optimizer and how it modifies the binary to achieve optimal results in conjunction
with the SPM manager.
4. THE POSTPASS OPTIMIZER
4.1 Overview
Using a postpass optimizer has several advantages. First, any binary can be
optimized for our scratchpad-allocation technique without requiring access to
the source code and recompiling the application. Second, a postpass optimizer
enables whole program optimization, including libraries, which is impossible
at the source level. Finally, since optimizations concerning code layout are of a
rather low-level nature, postpass code arrangement is well-suited for this purpose. Figure 6 shows the organization of our postpass optimizer called SNACKpop. SNACK-pop is part of our Seoul National University Advanced Compiler
tool Kit [SNACK 2004]. It operates on the ARM/Thumb instruction set,
including the DSP extensions.
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Fig. 7. Constant data extraction from local constant pools.

The inputs to our postpass optimizer are application binaries and libraries
in the ARM ELF file format. SNACK-pop disassembles the object files into code
and data segments and resolves all undefined symbols. In the next step, the code
blocks are further divided into functions composed of basic blocks. Branches
with hard-coded offsets are resolved and replaced by relocation information to
enable SNACK-pop to freely relocate code.
4.1.1 Constant Data. Constant data residing in local data pools requires
special attention. Most ARM compilers place constant data used in a function
into the function’s constant pool. Consider, for example, a function foo() that
contains a call to the strcmp() string comparison function with one of the strings
hard-coded in the source. The string is placed into foo’s constant pool, which is
included in foo’s code segment (Figure 7a). One of the arguments to strcmp()
is a pointer to the constant string and is generated by adding the offset from
the current PC to the first character of the embedded string. Now imagine that
both foo() and strcmp() are located in the pageable code region, but not in the
same page. If the SPM is full and the call to strcmp() causes the SPMM to load
the page containing strcmp() into the SPM, foo’s page might get evicted. Since
strcmp() contains a reference to foo’s constant pool, the access of this data would
be aborted immediately, causing foo’s page to be reloaded. Excessive thrashing
could result in extreme cases when only few SPM pages are available.
To avoid such scenarios, whenever SNACK-pop detects the passing of pointers that point to a function’s constant pool, it extracts the referenced constant
data from the function and places it in a global data region that is not pageable.
The call is then modified to pass a pointer to the global data. (Figure 7b).
4.1.2 PC-Relative Data Table Accesses. Data accesses to tables using PCrelative addressing also require special care, because the offset between the
instruction accessing the data and the data itself must remain constant. This
hinders free relocation of basic blocks and data blocks. An example of such a
table access is shown below
0x20
0x24

add
ldrb
...
...
...

r0, pc, #0x18
r2, [r0, . . . ]

; = 0x40
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0x07031975
0x22051975

The add instruction computes the starting address of the data table (r0=0x40),
which is not necessarily identical to the start address of the actual data (0x50)
to be accessed. The following ldrb instruction uses the starting address in r0
as the base register for the data access. The problem is that the table offset is
computed relative to the location of the add instruction. In order to independently
move both the code block containing the add, ldrb sequence as well as the data
block containing the table, SNACK-pop inserts a symbol to the beginning of the
data table, and adds a relocation with the correct offset to the add instruction
as follows
0x20
0x24

.datatab
0x88
0x8c

add
ldrb
...

r0, pc, {relocation to .datatab - 0x10}
r2, [r0, . . . ]

dcd
dcd

0x07031975
0x22051975

i.e., the base address of the table access is now computed relative to the data table, and no longer relative to the add instruction. The relocation will be resolved
when SNACK-pop generates the SPM-optimized binary.
4.1.3 Separation of Code and Data. If a function is copied to the instruction
SPM, its local data pool is also moved to the instruction SPM. ARM processors
enable data reads (and writes) from and to the instruction SPM, however, such
accesses incur an additional one cycle latency. Furthermore, these local data
pools can be of considerable size, e.g., data tables containing precomputed values. To maximize the amount of code in the SPM, it is, therefore, desirable to
separate the code from its local data pool, and place the data in a separate memory page that is mapped to the external memory, such that accesses to it will
be managed by the data cache. The problem when separating code from data
are immediate offsets in instructions. In the ARM instruction set, load/store
instructions have a range of +/−4KB, for example.
Our postpass optimizer separates a function’s code from its local data pool.
It then combines the local data pools of spatially local code into single memory
pages. In the final stage of the image generation when the absolute virtual
addresses of the code are known, the postpass optimizer injects those data
pages in between the code pages in such a way that no immediate offsets exceeds
its range. If a data page has already been placed and is too far away for the
immediate offset of an instruction, the postpass optimizer clones that data
page and places the clone close to the referring instruction. These clones do
not increase the size of the binary image, since the clones exist only in the
virtual address space all pointing to the same physical page. To avoid aliasing
problems, only read-only data pools are separated from their functions. Figure 8
illustrates the principle.
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Fig. 8. Separating local data pools from code. (a) Original functions with local data pools (b) after
separating the local data pools from their functions and grouping code and data independently into
pages. (c) When placing the code, data pages are inserted (and cloned), as necessary, in such a way
that all references can be resolved.

4.1.4 Workflow. To generate an SPMM-optimized binary, SNACK-pop first
inserts instrumentation code into each function and basic blocks to gather profiling information. The profiling image is run on an instruction set simulator
(ISS) to get the call/return profile. The unmodified reference image is also run to
obtain a trace of all instruction fetches during the execution of the application.
Several profiles and instruction traces are generated with different training
input sets.
In a second step, those profiles are again fed into SNACK-pop to generate an
SPM-optimized binary. SNACK-pop computes the average number of instruction fetches for each basic block. For each block, the energy model described
in the following section is solved and the basic block is assigned to either the
paged, or the cached code region. This process is described in greater detail
in Section 4.3. Once the code placement is done, SNACK-pop generates a new
ELF binary and inserts the data structures required by the SPM manager (the
region table and the block table, see Section 3.1) that contain the location and
size of of the two code regions paged and cached, as well as additional information on the paged region. When loading an ELF binary, the SPMM manager
searches the image for these data structures. If they are present, the memory
mappings are setup accordingly. If not, the image is an unoptimized image and
the entire code is mapped cacheable.
4.2 Code Classification
Based on the trace profile, SNACK-pop determines the code region for each
block bi using the following heuristics:

cached if Ecached (bi ) < Epaged (bi )
Loci =
paged otherwise
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with
Epaged (bi ) = Ai · espm + M · Si (eext + espm )
Ecached (bi ) = Ai · ecache (1 + mcache · linesize)

(1)
(2)

where
Ai
Si
M
mcache
espm
eext
ecache
linesize

number of instructions fetched from block bi
size of block bi in words
average number of page misses
cache miss ratio
SPM access energy per instruction
external memory access energy per instruction
cache access energy per instruction
linesize of the cache

The first term in Eq. (1), Ai · espm , represents the energy required to execute
block bi from the SPM. The second term, M · Si (eext + espm ), computes the cost
of copying block bi from main memory to the SPM. The empirical factor M is
used to consider the fact that a block might get copied to the SPM several times.
Note that we consider the pure copy cost only and not the additional overhead
of the SPMM. The energy consumed when executing block bi from the cache
is computed by Eq. (2). Note that both M and the cache miss ratio mcache are
empirical factors since the sizes of the SPM and the minicache are not known
at this point. Similarly, exact values for espm , eext , and ecache are not known. As
long as the ratio between these three values are correct, knowing the the exact
values is not imperative.
This computation is performed on the function level for each basic block.
We then perform function splitting similar to the one described in [Pettis and
Hansen 1990]: first, the basic blocks are reordered according to their intended
storage location. The reordering might invalidate some fall-through edges in
the control flow graph. Additional branch instructions are inserted as needed
to restore the correct control flow. Next, all basic blocks bi with Loci = pa g ed
paged
are extracted from f k and placed in f k
.
What is left of function f k is then allocated to the cached code region. The
paged
extracted code, f k
is placed in the paged code region. After all functions
have been processed, we apply clustering heuristics as described in the next
section.
4.3 Pageable Code Clustering
Extracting the frequently executed code and placing it into the pageable code
region is one important step to efficiently run an SPM-optimized binary on our
proposed memory subsystem. However, so far we have not yet considered the
temporal relationship between functions. The pageable code region is logically
divided into pages that are loaded into the SPM on-demand by the SPMM.
To minimize the number of pages copied to the SPM, it is important to place
temporally local code together into the same (set of) page(s). This is the subject
of this section.
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Fig. 9. Code placement example.

Intuitively, a good placement algorithm should (1) allocate the pageable code
to as few pages as possible and (2) cluster temporally local code together in as
few pages as possible.
The problem of allocating code blocks to as few pages as possible can be
mapped to Knapsack, a well-known, NP-hard problem. If we also consider the
temporal relationship between code blocks, the problem becomes harder than
Knapsack. Therefore, we have developed the following heuristics that work
reasonably well for a wide range of benchmarks. Figure 9 illustrates the steps
of the heuristics on a running example. The circles represent functions and the
size of the function is denoted by the number inside the function. The weight
on the edges between two functions denotes the number of dynamic calls. We
assume a page size of 128 bytes. Figure 10 contains the most important parts of
the algorithm in pseudocode form.The algorithm starts with the function called
CodeClustering() at the top of the listing.
In the first step, we detect loops by looking at the dynamic call graph (DCG)
(Figure 10, DetectLoops). What we call loop is not a loop in the traditional
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Fig. 10. The code clustering algorithm in pseudocode.
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sense. Informally speaking, if a function f that is called k times calls another
function, g , i times with i >> k, then the function f most probably contains a
loop. It is possible that f does not contain a traditional loop, but rather calls
g at various locations inside f . However, detecting such code patterns as loops
does no harm. On the contrary, it allows us to consider loops that other detection
techniques cannot handle.
The formal definition of a loop is as follows: let | a → b | denote the weight
of the edge a → b in the DCG (that is, the number of calls from a to b). | ∗ → b |
denotes the sum of the weights of all incoming edges to b, i.e., the total number
of calls to b. We define that a function f is a loop header if there exists a function
g such that
| f →g|
≥ threshold
|∗→ f |
(i.e.,the number of calls f → g divided by the number of all incoming calls to
f exceeds a certain threshold value). In Figure 9b, the functions c and f have
been identified as loop headers for a threshold value of 5.
For each loop header hd , the members of the loop are identified by computing
the closure of the loop, closure(hd , hd ). The cl osure is recursively defined by

closure(hd, f ) =
closure(hd, h)
h∈ H

with



| f →h|
H := h
≥1
| ∗ → hd |

i.e., the loop consists of all functions h that are called at least as many times
as the header of the loop (Figure 10, LoopClosure). In Figure 9b, closure(c, c) =
{c, e, f , g , h} and closure( f , f ) = { f , h}. Note that function g is not a member
of closure( f , f ), because the number of calls to f , | ∗ → f | is larger than the
number of calls from f to g . Function g is, however, a member of closure(c, c).
After detecting all loops in the DCG, we build the loop call graph (LCG). The
LCG is a directed graph with the loops as nodes and an edge between loop l 1
and l 2 , if loop l 2 is an inner loop of l 1 (Figure 10, ComputeLoopCallGraph).
Figure 9c shows the LCG of the running example with loop f being an inner
loop of loop c.
The LCG is then traversed in a depth-first manner (i.e., the innermost loops
are processed first). For each loop l i , a bin bl i is allocated. We insert all functions
f paged to bin bl i that are contained in l i and have not yet been allocated to any
other bin (Figure 10, AssignFunctionsToBins). After all nodes in the LCG have
been processed, the maximum size of each bin is defined by rounding up the
sum of all functions in the loop bin to the next multiple of a memory page;


f ∈bl i size( f )
sizemax (bl i ) =
· pagesize
(3)
pagesize

here, pagesize denotes the size of one memory page. Figures 9d and e show the
state of the LCG and the associated bins after processing f and c, respectively.
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Note that even though loop c contains the functions c, e, f , g , and h, only c, e,
and g are assigned to bin bc , because f and h have already been placed in
bin b f .
Now, we consider all nonleaf nodes of the LCG (i.e., loops containing inner
loops). To reduce the internal fragmentation of the loop bins without destroying
the close temporal relationship between the functions in a loop bin, we push
functions allocated to the outer loop bin into the bins of its inner loops using
the bestfit algorithm [Cormen et al. 1990] as long as the size of the inner loop
bin bl i does not exceed sizemax (bl i ) (Figure 10, ReduceFragmentation).
After no more functions can be pushed to inner loops’ bins, the maximum size
of the outer loop bin is recalculated according to Eq. (3). In Figure 9f, function
g is placed into b f and the maximum size of bin bc is reduced to 128 bytes.
Functions that belong to the paged region, but are not part of any loop, are
paged
placed last. For each unplaced function f k
, we follow the DCG up toward the
root. For each caller g encountered on the way up, we compute the loop closure
paged
closure( g , g ) with a threshold of one. If the closure includes both f k
and
paged
an existing loop l , we try to place f k
in the bin bl of loop l . Any remaining
functions are allocated to an extra bin.
If the number of pages in a loop, n, exceeds the number of pages available in
the SPM, NSPM , the thrashing protection heuristics of the SPMM (Section 3.2.1)
maps the last k = NSPM −n pages of the loop to the minicache. In order to execute
as many instructions from the SPM as possible, we order the functions inside
a loop by the number of fetches per word fpw( f ) = fetch f /size f . The functions
with the lowest fpw value are placed last.
5. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
We have evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed horizontally partitioned
memory system, and the dynamic SPM management technique on the SNACKarmsim [SNACK 2004] simulator. SNACK-armsim is a cycle-accurate architecture simulator that models the ARM9E-S core and supports the ARMv5TE
instruction set. It includes timing models for the pipelined ARM9E-S core, the
MMU with the unified TLB, caches with μTLBs, scratchpad memory, the AMBA
AHB bus, and external memory.
5.1 Simulation Environment
For this work, we have extended SNACK-armsim in the following ways: (1) the
on-chip memory system models the proposed horizontally partitioned memory
system with an SPM and a minicache as presented in Section 2. (2) TLB entries are extended to include the SPM flag (see Figure 3). The flag is computed
whenever the MMU translates a virtual into a physical address. Based on the
SPM flag, either the cache or the SPM is accessed. Both μTLBs contain 16
entries, and the unified TLB has 64 entries. (3) To accommodate the MMU to
page sizes of 1024, 512, 256, 128, and 64 bytes, we extend the address field of
tiny page table entries to include bits 9 . . . 6 (Figure 11). Standard tiny PTEs
in ARMv5 architecture support only a page size of 1024 bytes. Bits 31 . . . 10
contain the physical address, bits 5 and 4 the permission bits, bit 3 and 2
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Fig. 11. Modified tiny PTE format to accommodate page sizes down to 64 bytes.
Table III. Access Latencies in CPU cycles
Memory
Cache
unified TLB
μTLB

Hit

Miss

1
1
1

2 + writeback + line fetch
3 + MMU page table walk
2 + unified TLB access

Memory
SPM
SDRAM
non-sequential
sequential

Read
1

Write
1

27
24

27
24

determine whether the page is cacheable or bufferable, and the last two bits
contain the tiny page selector (11). For 1024-byte pages, physical addresses
are 1-KB aligned, i.e., the bits 9 . . . 0 of the address are always zero. Sixtyfour byte pages must be aligned at 64 byte boundaries. Thus, bits 5 . . . 0 of
the address are zero and do not interfere with the access permission bits, the
cacheable/bufferable flags, or the tiny page selector. Note that the PTEs itself
do not include the SPM flag.
Reducing the page size increases the size of the page table. On ARM architectures, a 1-MB area of memory mapped with tiny (1024 byte) pages consists
of 1024 entries. Each entry is 4 bytes wide. Thus, the size of the (second level)
page table is 4 KB. A page size of 512-bytes doubles the size of the page table
to 8 KB. Accordingly, 256-byte pages require 16 KB, 128-byte pages 32 KB, and
for 64-byte pages, the second-level page table consumes as much as 64 KB per
page table.
For the simulations, the processor core clock in SNACK-armsim is set to
200 MHz. The data cache and the instruction cache of the reference case are
virtually indexed and physically tagged. The latencies of the cache, the SPM,
the unified and the μTLBs, and the external memory (SDRAM) are shown in
Table III. Cache, unified TLB, and both μTLBs have a hit access latency of
one. The latencies vary in case of a miss: the μTLBs have a miss latency of
2 plus that of the following unified TLB access. That is, three cycles in total
if the unified TLB hits. If the unified TLB misses, the virtual address is sent
to the MMU, which then performs a page table walk and computes the SPM
flag. The page table walk consists of one or two nonsequential memory accesses.
If a cache misses, it incurs a miss latency of two cycles plus the latency of an
eventual writeback (in case the line is dirty) plus the following burst access to
the external memory to fill the cache line.
5.2 Performance Metrics
We use the total execution time as the performance metric and the total energy
consumed by the core and the memory subsystem as the energy metric. The
execution time is computed by dividing the measured number of core clocks by
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Table IV. Per-Word Access Energy and Power Parameters
Size
[KB]
1
2
4
8

4-way Assoc. Cache
Linesize
Assoc
[words]
4-way
8
4-way
8
4-way
8
4-way
8

Energy
[nJ]
0.538
0.542
0.550
0.564

Size
[B]

Minicache
Linesize
Assoc
[words]

Energy
[nJ]

512

1-way

Size
[KB]
1
2
4
8

Direct-Mapped Cache
Linesize
Assoc
[words]
1-way
8
1-way
8
1-way
8
1-way
8

Energy
[nJ]
0.197
0.203
0.215
0.237

TLB

4

0.196

Type
unified TLB
μTLB

Assoc
2-way
full

Entries
64
16

Energy
[nJ]
0.141
0.125

(a)
SPM

SDRAM

Size
[KB]
3
4
6
10

Energy
[nJ]
0.139
0.145
0.160
0.183

Dynamic
read random
read burst
write random
write burst

Core
Model
ARM926EJ-S

Energy
[nJ]
11.747
3.373
10.397
1.659

SDRAM
Power
[mW/MHz]
0.360

Static
standby

Power
[mW]
9.600

(b)

the core clock frequency
Ttotal =

# core clocks
core frequency

The consumed energy is computed by summing up the the core energy, the onchip memory system with both μTLBs, the unified TLB, the instruction and the
data cache, the SPM, the off-chip bus, and the external memory (SDRAM)
Etotal = Ecore
+ Eunified TLB + Ei−μTLB + Ed −μTLB
+ Eicache + Edcache + ESPM
+ Eext static + Eext dynamic
The core energy is computed by
Ecore = Ttotal · Pcore · f core
where f core is the core frequency in MHz and pcore the power per MHz parameter
from Table IVa. The energies consumed by the TLBs, the caches and the SPM,
respectively, are computed by
ETLB = eTLB (hit + miss)
Ecache = ecache (hit + miss · linesize)
ESPM = eSPM (read + write)
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where eTLB , ecache , and eSPM are taken from Tables IVa and b. Hit and miss
denote the number of hits and the number of misses for the corresponding
memory structures, respectively. The μTLBs and the unified TLB are modeled
as caches with a 4-byte linesize, hence writing a datum costs one word write.
The cache energy is computed accordingly, only this time with the corresponding
linesize. The SPM energy is simply the access energy multiplied by the sum of
reads and writes.
The SDRAM energy is composed of static and dynamic energy [Micron
Technology, Inc. 2004]. We have modeled the low-power 64-MB Samsung
K4X51163PC SDRAM [Samsung Semiconductor 2005] with a memory bus frequency f mem = 66 MHz and a supply voltage Vdd = 1.8 V. The static energy
consumption, Eext static , includes the standby power and the power to periodically refresh the SDRAM cells and is computed by
Eext static = Ttotal · Pstand by
where Pstand by is the static power consumption of the SDRAM (Table IVa). The
dynamic energy,
Eext dynamic = ereadrandom · readrandom + ereadburst · readburst
+ ewriterandom · writerandom + ewriteburst · writeburst
includes both SDRAM dynamic energy and the memory bus energy. The energies eread/writerandom/burst denote the per-word access energy for a random/burst
read/write access, respectively.
Table IV lists the values used for the energy calculations. All energy parameters are the energy required per word (4-byte) access, including the values for
SDRAM read/write burst. The cache, SPM, minicache, and TLB access energies were computed for 0.13 μm technology using CACTI [Wilton and Jouppi
1996]. The core power consumption for a 0.13 μm ARM926EJ-S core without
caches was taken from [ARM926EJ-S 2002]. The static and dynamic energy of
the SDRAM were computed using the System Power Calculator from [Micron
Technology, Inc 2003], bus energy was taken from [Shrivastava et al. 2005].
5.3 Benchmarks
We use 15 embedded applications to evaluate our work. These include nine
benchmarks from MiBench [Guthaus et al. 1998] and MediaBench [Lee et al.
1997], a H.264 video decoder [H.264 2003], the official ISO MP3 decoder [MP3
1996], MPEG-4 XviD encoding/decoding [Xvid 2005], and a public key encryption/decryption tool, Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [PGPi 2002]. We chained the
benchmarks Quicksort, Dijkstra, SHA, ADPCM-enc, ADPCM-dec, and Bitcount
together into one benchmark called Combine. Each of the smaller benchmarks
is executed once in Combine to represent an embedded application with multiple phases. Table V summarizes the characteristics of each benchmark. We
set M = 2, mcache = 0.02, and threshol d = 4 for the clustering algorithm
(Section 4.3) for all benchmarks.
We compare the horizontally partitioned memory system with our dynamic
SPM management technique to a fully-cached system. For the fully-cached
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Table V. Reference Case and Horizontally Partitioned Memory System Setup

Application
combine
epic
unepic
fft
h264
mp3
mp4d
mp4e
pgpd
pgpe

Code Size
[KB]
10
17
16
12
115
23
36
39
48
44

Dynamic
Instructions
[M]
191.2
329.9
30.6
91.4
64.7
82.1
54.4
35.6
59.2
9.6

Reference Case
dcache
icache
[KB]
[KB]
4
1
4
2
8
2
1
4
8
8
4
4
8
4
8
2
1
1
8
1

Horiz.Part.Mem.System
scratchpad
minicache
[KB]
[KB]
3
4
4
6
10
6
0.5
6
4
3
3

Table VI. Code Placement for 256-byte Pages
Reference
i-cache
Application
[KB]
combine
1
epic
2
unepic
2
fft
4
h264
8
mp3
4
mp4d
4
mp4e
2
pgpd
1
pgpe
1
Avg. page fill ratio

Cached
Size
#instr.
[KB]
[K]
4.52
6.1
9.55
15.7
10.30
24.7
4.81
3.8
83.49
127.6
4.88
2.9
20.05
18.4
23.95
20.9
38.99
46.0
34.87
48.1

Paged
Size
#instr.
[KB]
[M]
4.84
191.2
7.37
329.9
5.51
30.6
6.34
91.4
31.44
64.5
17.42
82.1
15.92
54.4
14.63
35.6
9.01
59.2
8.99
9.6

Without
With
Clustering
[pages]
[pages]
20
23
29
31
22
24
26
28
125
132
71
72
64
68
59
64
26
31
35
40
98%
91%

SPM
Size
[pages]
12
16
16
40
40
40
40
16
12
16

system, the reference case, both the instruction and the data cache are, if
present, 4-way associative virtually indexed, physically tagged caches. The instruction cache was chosen amongst 1-, 2-, 4- and 8-KB caches and set to the
smallest cache that achieves a cache miss ratio below 2%. Accordingly, the data
cache size was set to the smallest cache achieving a miss ratio below 5%. Also
for the data cache, the possible cache sizes were 1, 2, 4, and 8 KB. Table V lists
the reference case for each benchmark.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first present the statistics of the SPM-optimized binaries for
each benchmark. We then discuss the effect of code clustering, the minicache,
using the data cache as a victim buffer, and the thrashing protection heuristics.
Finally, we compare our approach to a direct-mapped instruction cache.
6.1 Code Placement
Table VI shows the results of our code placement algorithm for a 256-byte page
size with and without clustering. The size of the reference instruction cache
is listed in the second column. Columns three to six show both the size (in
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Kilobytes) and the number of dynamic instructions for the cached and paged
code regions. For the cached code region, the number of dynamic instruction is
shown in thousands and for the paged region in millions.
On average, more than 99.9% of all dynamic instruction fetches are placed
in the paged code region and only a few thousand fetches are covered by the
minicache. Note that the actual number of fetches from the minicache will be
higher for two reasons: first, the SPM manager itself is located in the cached
region. The more pagefaults occur, the more often the SPMM is invoked and
generates cache accesses. Second, the thrashing-protection heuristics in the
SPMM (see Section 3.2.1) will map the last few pages of loops that are larger
than the entire SPM to cached code regions.
Without clustering, the postpass optimizer generates less pages in the pageable area than with clustering (Table VI, columns seven and eight). The pages
without clustering (98% fill ratio) are less fragmented than the pages after
clustering (91%). The reason is that without clustering, the postpass optimizer
allocates all pageable code into one single, big bin. When dividing the bin into
pages, only the very last page can possibly be fragmented. With clustering,
however, the postpass optimizer assigns a bin to each loop. Since each loop bin
is divided into pages, we have more fragmentation.
6.2 The Effect of Clustering
Figure 12a compares the normalized energy consumption of the reference image to SPM-optimized images when code clustering is disabled. The total energy
consumption is split up into CPU core, SDRAM (includes static and dynamic
energy), TLB, instruction cache, and SPM energy. The CPU core-energy consumption is directly proportional to the execution time, i.e., the execution time
is represented by the fraction of the CPU Core bar. Figure 12b shows the normalized number of external memory accesses. The total number is split up into
instruction fetch, data read, and data write accesses. Figure 12c displays the
number of page faults for the different MMU page sizes on a logarithmic scale.
The reference case, denoted ref, is the original (SPM-unaware) binary image
run on a standard ARM926EJ-S core with an instruction, but no data cache.
For each application, the reference instruction cache, SPM, and minicache sizes
are set to the corresponding values in Table V. The SPM-optimized images
are generated by our postpass optimizer with code clustering disabled (see
Section 4.3). Figure 12 shows the results of each application for an MMU page
size of 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 bytes (denoted 64b, 128b, 256b, 512b, and
1024b, respectively).
The number of page faults is directly related to the size of the working set. If
the number of pages in the working set exceeds the number of pages available
in the SPM, the application will thrash. Intuitively, we expect better results for
smaller MMU pages. Without clustering, temporally local code is potentially
scattered all over the pageable code region, that is, with larger page sizes,
chances increase that the loaded page contains only a small part of actually
executed code, and the rest of the page consists of code that is not executed.
However, smaller pages also cause more page faults and, at a certain page size,
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Fig. 12. Memory system: no data cache and no minicache. Code clustering disabled.
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the advantage of a smaller pages is canceled out by the increasing overhead
of the SPMM. Furthermore, the performance of the μTLBs with its 16 entries
also decreases with smaller page sizes, because the working set consists of more
pages than for bigger page sizes.
We observe the expected behavior for fft, h264, mp3, pgpd, and pgpe. Combine, fft, pgpd, and pgpe start thrashing at 1024 byte pages, which results in a
significantly higher execution time, energy consumption, and also more external memory accesses. H264, mp3, mp4d, and mp4e suffer from a high number
of page faults (Figure 12c) and consume significantly more energy than the
reference case for all page sizes.
From Figure 12b and c we observe that, even without clustering or a minicache, the number of external memory accesses decreases as long as the number of page faults is reasonably small. Without a minicache, a high number of
page faults will inevitably lead to poor performance and lots of external memory accesses because the SPM manager is located in the external memory. We
place the SPMM in external memory and not in the SPM because of the following considerations: it only makes sense to place the SPMM in the SPM when
it is accessed very frequently and this is only the case when an application
thrashes. The SPM pages occupied by the SPMM, however, are not available
to the application any more, which will increase the thrashing. Furthermore,
some applications might only thrash if the SPMM is placed in the SPM.
Figures 13a–c display the results for the same hardware configuration with
code clustering enabled. Figure 13c shows the relative number of page faults
with clustering compared to no clustering. For the applications that suffer from
a high number of page faults without clustering (h264, mp3, mp4d, and mp4e),
we observe that clustering effectively reduces the size of the working set. Reducing the number of page faults has a direct impact on execution time, energy
consumption, and the external memory accesses, as can be seen by comparing,
for example, mp3 in Figure 12a and b with Figure 13 a and b.
Clustering can also cause thrashing as can be observed in Figure 13c for epic
with 1024, or fft with 512- and 1024-byte pages. This is because of the increased
fragmentation whose effect grows with larger page sizes.
6.2.1 TLB Performance. Figure 14 shows the performance of the 16-entry,
fully associative instruction μTLB and the 64-entry, two-way unified TLB on
a logarithmic scale in dependence on the page size. The instruction μTLB is
accessed for each instruction fetched by the core. The number of instruction
μTLB hits is labeled Inst μTLB Hit. μTLB, misses are handled by the unified
TLB, which either hits or misses, i.e., the number of μTLB misses is the sum
of Unified TLB Miss and Unified TLB Hit.
Not surprisingly, the performance of the μTLB suffers with smaller MMU
page sizes. One factor is that the number of virtual-to-physical address translations doubles whenever we divide the page size by two. For example, the
virtual-to-physical address translations of a working set of 4-KB code can be
cached by the TLB with four entries for an MMU page size of 1024 bytes. For
512-byte pages we need 8 entries, for 256-byte pages 16, for 128-byte pages 32,
and for 64-byte pages 64 entries to cache the address translations of 4 KB of
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Fig. 13. Memory system: no data cache and no minicache. Code clustering enabled.
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Fig. 14. TLB Performance for varying page sizes.

code. A second reason is that the SPMM invalidates the affected entry in the
TLB whenever it replaces a page in the SPM, namely the entry of the evicted
page.
6.3 The Minicache
With only a few thousand instruction fetches from external memory, one could
assume that the addition of a minicache is not necessary. This is, however, not
so, as we show in this section.
The purpose of the minicache is twofold: First, it caches the SPM manager
that is always placed in the cacheable code region. For applications with few
page faults, executing the SPMM from the minicache (and not the SPM) incurs only a negligible performance penalty. Applications with a high number
of page faults benefit more from executing the SPMM in the SPM. However,
the SPM area occupied by the SPMM itself (about 250 bytes) is not available
for the application, which only further increases the number of page faults.
Second, one of the goals of the proposed memory system is that it also runs
SPM-unaware binaries with acceptable performance. Without any instruction
caching at all, SPM-unaware applications are executed directly from external
memory with an unacceptable increase in execution time and energy consumption (Section 6.3.1).
Figure 15 shows the results for a setup with a 512-byte, direct-mapped instruction minicache, SPM, and no data cache. Compared to the identical setup
without a minicache (Figure 13), the energy consumption and the number of
external memory accesses drop below the reference case for at least one page
size for all benchmarks except h264. For h264, even with the minicache, and
for all page sizes, the reference image consumes less energy and generates
less external memory accesses as the SPM-optimized binary. This is because
h264 contains one big loop with a code size of 13.5 KB. The loop is bigger
than the available SPM (10 KB), so the SPMM’s thrashing-protection heuristic
(Section 3.2.1) will map the last 3.5 KB of code as cacheable pages. However,
because the loop calls several inner loops, the working set still exceeds the
number of available SPM pages and h264 thrashes.
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Fig. 15. Memory system: no data cache and with minicache. Code clustering enabled.
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Fig. 16. The effect of the minicache on SPM-unaware binaries.
Table VII. Average Latency for Handling a Pagefault
Page size
Avg. number of core clocks
Avg. number of instructions

1024 bytes
1263
157

512 bytes
809
104

256 bytes
673
82

128 bytes
647
71

64 bytes
560
64

6.3.1 SPM-Unaware binaries. As mentioned above, one of the design goals
of the proposed memory architecture was that SPM-unaware applications run
with acceptable performance and energy consumption. In contrast to previous
work with only SPM, unoptimized applications can still profit from the minicache. Figure 16 shows the effect of the minicache on the execution time and
energy consumption of unoptimized binaries. Without a minicache, the unoptimized applications run more than 13-fold slower and consume almost 10 times
more energy than the reference runs. With the minicache, however, we only
suffer a 2.9-fold increase in runtime with 3.2 times more energy consumed.
6.4 Using the Data Cache as a Victim Buffer
The proposed horizontally partitioned memory architecture is completed by
adding a data cache. The SPMM uses the data cache as a victim cache for
pageable code. Whenever the SPMM copies a code page from external memory
to the SPM, the page is loaded through the data cache. Unlike a traditional
victim cache, pages evicted from the SPM are not written back to the data
cache. To study the effect of data cache pollution caused by caching the pageable
region, the data cache size is set to the smallest cache size that achieves a miss
ratio below 5% (Table V).
The reference images run on an ARM926EJ-S core with an instruction and
a data cache. For each application, the instruction and data cache sizes are
set to the corresponding values in Table V. For the SPM-optimized images, the
instruction cache has been replaced by an SPM and a 512-byte minicache and
the data cache is identical to that of the reference case.
Table VII lists the average latency for handling a page fault in terms of
core clocks and executed instructions. The SPM management code consisting
of the low-level interrupt handler, the page replacement, and the page table
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TLB management requires 55 instructions, independent of the page size. The
block copy routine executes more instructions as the page size increases.
Figure 17 shows the final results for our horizontally partitioned memory
system in conjunction with the SPMM. With the addition of the data cache, all
but one benchmark consume less energy than the reference case for at least
one page size setting. Exploiting the data cache as a victim buffer increases the
cache miss rate slightly, especially for benchmarks with a relatively small data
cache that suffer from a high number of page faults (h264, mp4d, and mp4e)
(Figure 17c). However, even though the code blocks pollute the data cache up
to a certain degree, our experiments show that the performance gain by far
outweighs the additional cost caused by an increased number of data cache
accesses. Note that again the number of page faults is not reduced by adding
a data cache, but the number of external memory accesses can be significantly
reduced.
Table VIII lists the average reduction in execution time and energy consumption for each application, depending on the MMU’s page size. Overall, with a
page size of 256 bytes, on average, we achieve a 31% improvement in performance and a 35% reduction in energy consumption compared to a fully-cached
core. Furthermore, our horizontally partitioned memory system requires 8%
less die area than the corresponding memory system with an instruction and a
data cache.
6.5 Effectiveness of the Thrashing-Protection Heuristics
Table IX shows the effectiveness of the thrashing-protection heuristics. In
Figure 18, for each benchmark, the normalized execution time, energy, and
number of page faults are shown for the reference case and the SPM-optimized
binary with disabled, and enabled thrashing-protection heuristics, respectively.
For combine, epic, unepic, pgpd, and pgpe, the working set fits into the number
of available SPM pages, therefore turning the thrashing-protection on has no
big effect. For fft, h264, and mp3, the thrashing-protection heuristics significantly reduce the number of page faults. The heuristics do not work well for
mp4d and mp4e. This is because the current implementation considers each
loop’s working set size independent of whether this loop has inner loops or not.
Even so, the thrashing-protection heuristics affects neither the performance
nor the energy consumption negatively for all benchmarks.
6.6 Comparison Against a Direct-Mapped Instruction Cache
Set-associative caches require significantly more die area and energy per access than direct-mapped ones, the former because of the more complex control logic and the latter because of the parallel look-ups. Because of the better performance, however, many embedded processors contain set-associative
caches [ARM926EJ-S 2002; ARMv6 2002; Intel XScale 2002]. In this section,
we compare the reference case with its 4-way set-associative cache against a
direct-mapped cache that requires a comparable die area and the horizontally
partitioned memory architecture. On the 4-way set-associative cache and the
direct-mapped cache, we run the original binary. On the horizontally partitioned
memory architecture, we run the SPM-optimized binary with a page size of 256
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Fig. 17. Memory system: with data cache and minicache. Code clustering enabled.
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Table VIII. Memory System: With Data Cache, Minicache, and Code Clustering Enabled
Pagesize

64b

Benchmark
combine
epic
unepic
fft
h264
mp3
mp4d
mp4e
pgpd
pgpe
Geom. mean

256b

128b

512b

1024b

Time Energy Time Energy Time Energy Time Energy Time Energy
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
96
77
93
74
93
74
93
74
93
74
111
86
85
63
84
62
84
62
240
308
167
135
100
74
99
74
99
74
99
74
86
90
52
53
41
39
74
107
87
146
121
135
112
120
95
104
110
138
104
155
94
101
82
85
42
50
38
45
50
79
106
119
75
84
65
72
56
63
54
61
111
119
82
85
79
81
74
76
76
77
86
65
84
62
83
61
83
62
84
63
59
65
48
52
47
51
48
52
49
53
101

96

79

73

69

65

72

71

84

93

Table IX. Number of Page Faults Without and With Thrashing Protection
Benchmark
combine
epic
unepic
fft
h264

Thrashing Protection
Off
On
21
18
689
689
27
26
60211
27
191921
66805

Benchmark
mp3
mp4d
mp4e
pgpd
pgpe

Thrashing Protection
Off
On
157946
19449
49453
47720
19185
19185
126
125
211
211

bytes. Table X lists the corresponding direct-mapped cache for various sizes of a
4-way set-associative cache. A 1-KB 4-way set-associative cache with a die area
of 0.369 mm2 and an access energy of 0.538 nJ/word, for example, is replaced by
a 4-KB direct-mapped cache with a die area of 0.331 mm2 and an access energy
of 0.215 nJ/word.
Figure 19 shows the normalized execution time and energy consumption
for the reference case, a direct-mapped cache with comparable die area, and
the horizontally partitioned memory architecture. Thanks to its larger size,
the direct-mapped cache outperforms the 4-way set-associative cache for most
benchmarks. Compared to the horizontally partitioned memory system, it
achieves a slightly better reduction in energy consumption only for benchmarks
that suffer from a high number of page faults (h264, mp4d, mp4e). Compared
to the direct-mapped cache, the horizontally partitioned memory architecture
achieves, on average, a 16% improvement in runtime performance and a 14%
reduction in energy consumption.
7. RELATED WORK
Existing work on SPM allocation can be divided roughly into two classes: statically allocated and dynamically managed scratchpad memories. In statically
allocated SPM allocation, the scratchpad memory is initialized with the designated program parts at load time and its contents do not change during runtime. Dynamically managed SPM, on the other hand, is characterized by the
fact that the contents of the SPM change while the program executes. The program points where code and/or data are moved back and forth from the SPM
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Fig. 18. The effectiveness of the thrashing-protection heuristics.
Table X. 4-Way Associative and Corresponding Direct-Mapped
Cache
Size
[KB]
1
2
4
8

4-Way Assoc. Cache
Die Area
Energy
[mm2 ]
[nJ/word]
0.369
0.538
0.415
0.542
0.528
0.550
0.733
0.564

Corresp. Direct-Mapped Cache
Size
Die Area
Energy
[KB]
[mm2 ]
[nJ/word]
4
0.331
0.215
4
0.331
0.215
8
0.616
0.237
8
0.616
0.237

to the main memory are usually predetermined locations immediately before a
substantial change in program behavior (e.g., before loops). Both statically allocated and dynamically managed SPM can be further classified into techniques
that consider only instructions (code), only data, or both.
Static SPM allocation techniques are presented in [Angiolini et al. 2003,
2004; Banakar et al. 2002; Poletti et al. 2004; Nguyen et al. 2005; Verma et al.
2004, 2005]. Except for [Nguyen et al. 2005], all of these approaches require
knowledge of the SPM size at compile time. In [Angiolini et al. 2003, 2004], the
authors present SPM allocation schemes that select code blocks which promise
the highest energy savings using an algorithm based on dynamic programming.
While [Angiolini et al. 2003] requires special hardware support to split the SPM
into several partitions, [Angiolini et al. 2004] uses a postpass optimizer to modify the necessary instructions so that the application runs on a unified SPM.
Banakar et al. [2002] solves the static assignment with a knapsack algorithm,
both for code and data blocks. In [Verma et al. 2004], memory objects are selected
based on a cache conflict graph obtained through cache hit/miss statistics. The
optimal set of memory objects is selected using an integer linear program (ILP)
variant of the knapsack algorithm. In [Nguyen et al. 2005], the decision of which
blocks should go to the SPM is delayed until the application is loaded, making
it independent from the actual scratchpad memory size. Obviously, some profiling information has to be embedded into the application binary, but the authors
report only a minimal image size increase. Poletti et al. [2004] and Verma et al.
[2005] both aim at multitasking systems. While Poletti et al. [2004] propose
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Fig. 19. Comparison against a direct-mapped cache.

an API that helps the programmer move blocks back and forth between the
SPM and the main memory, [Verma et al. 2005] is an automatic approach. The
authors present three sharing strategies: nonsaving, saving, and hybrid. In the
nonsaving approach, the scratchpad memory is completely allocated to the currently active task. The saving approach divides the scratchpad evenly between
the applications. The hybrid approach is a mixture of the saving and nonsaving
method. Since [Verma et al. 2005] presents a static allocation method, both the
SPM size as well as the sharing strategy must be decided at compile time.
Dynamically allocated SPM algorithms are presented in [Egger et al. 2006a,
2006b; Janapsatya et al. 2006; Kandemir and Choudhary 2002; Kandemir et al.
2001; Li et al. 2005; Park et al. 2004; Steinke et al. 2002; Udayakumaran and
Barua 2003]. Both [Kandemir and Choudhary 2002] and [Kandemir et al. 2001]
focus on data arrays accessed from well-structured loop kernels. Arrays are
split into so-called tiles to allow only parts of an array to be copied to the SPM,
which allows arrays bigger than the SPM size to be allocated to the SPM. Also
in [Li et al. 2005], the authors focus on assigning data arrays to the SPM. To
determine the most beneficial set, they first assign registers to so-called register
classes based on their size. Each register class gets a fixed share of the SPM.
Using a conflict graph of live ranges, a graph-coloring algorithm determines
which array is to be allocated to the SPM at what program points. In [Steinke
et al. 2002], code blocks are dynamically copied to the SPM directly before loops.
The optimal set is determined using an ILP. [Udayakumaran and Barua 2003]
focuses on performance optimization and considers local and global data. The
program’s control-flow graph (CFG) is annotated with timestamps to form a
data program relationship graph (DPRG). Using greedy heuristics, the most
promising candidates are copied to and from the SPM at well-defined copy
points. In [Egger et al. 2006a], loop nests are copied on demand to the SPM.
The most beneficial set of loops for a given SPM size is determined by solving an
ILP. A dynamic SPM allocation for code is presented in [Janapsatya et al. 2006].
The allocation is based on the so-called concomitance metric, which indicates
how correlated in time the execution of various blocks of code are. [Park et al.
2004] focuses on demand paging techniques to copy code from Flash memory to
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SRAM before execution. [Egger et al. 2006b] introduces the use of SPM mapped
into the virtual address space. It copies frequently executed code to the SPM ondemand and introduces the horizontally partitioned memory subsystem that
this work builds on. In [Cho et al. 2007], the authors apply the same technique
to the data side: data blocks are transparently mapped to the data SPM or the
external memory using the MMU’s address translation mechanism.
Finally, in [Dominguez et al. 2005], the authors propose an SPM allocation
scheme for heap data. Promising candidates are assigned a fixed-size bin that
can hold n elements of a dynamically allocated variable. At runtime, only the
first n objects are allocated to the SPM. While the bins are fixed in size, their
memory location may change during program execution, making this allocation
technique a dynamic one.
The horizontal partitioning of memory architectures has been examined recently in [Shrivastava et al. 2005]. Inspired by the memory architecture of the
Intel XScale architecture with a large main data cache and a 2 KB minicache,
the authors show that, by cleverly allocating the data objects to one of the
caches, a substantial amount of energy can be saved.
In [Machanick et al. 1998], the unified second-level cache is replaced by
SRAM that is managed by software, and the main memory serves as a paging
device for the SRAM. Pages are copied in (and out) of the SRAM whenever one of
the first-level caches misses. In principle, it is possible to apply the same concept
to the first-level caches, however, since the latency of the first-level cache is
much more critical than that of the second-level one, unmodified software will
probably not run at a satisfactory performance anymore. Applying the codeclustering techniques described in our work would be one possibility.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a dynamic SPM allocation technique for contemporary
portable systems with an MMU. An SPM manager loads frequently executed
code into the SPM on demand. The SPMM tracks page accesses by intercepting the MMU’s page fault exception mechanism. SPM-optimized binaries are
generated by a postpass optimizer. Based on profiling information, the postpass
optimizer extracts the frequently executed code and places it into the pageable
code region. By analyzing the dynamic call graph, the postpass optimizer detects loops and groups their code together to minimize the size of the working
set. To efficiently run the SPM-optimized images, we propose a horizontally
partitioned memory system where the instruction cache is replaced by a direct mapped, physically addressed minicache and a scratchpad memory. The
address translation is serialized with the actual memory access, which enables
the memory system to access either only the SPM or the minicache. The SPMoptimized images are binary portable across varying hardware configurations,
and even run unmodified on cores with no SPM at all. Thanks to the minicache,
the proposed memory architecture even executes SPM-unaware applications
with acceptable performance.
We have evaluated the proposed dynamic SPM allocation technique on the
horizontally partitioned memory subsystem using fifteen embedded applications, including an H.264 video decoder, an MP3 decoder, a MPEG-4 video
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encoder/decoder, and a public-key encryption/decryption tool. We find that with
an MMU page size of 256 bytes, on average, we achieve a 8% reduction in die
area consumption, a 31% improvement in runtime, and a 35% reduction in
energy consumption.
In our future work, we extend the dynamic SPM allocation technique to
multitasking environments. Another direction for future research can be to
replace the data cache with a horizontally partitioned memory subsystem.
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